In attacking the job of utilizing the million dollar bequest toward athletics at the Institute from the late David duPont '46, architecture student Dimitri Vergun '56, has issued the accompanying preliminary plans. Vergun, holder of the present MIT basketball scoring record, has chosen the job of laying out plans for extensive additions to the present athletic facilities as the subject of his senior thesis.

The two proposed plans differ mainly in that one makes use of the armory, modernized and adapted for use as a gymnasium, while the other provides for the raising of the nearly half century old building and replacing it with new facilities. If the armory were to be incorporated into the new plant, the proposed plans would call for a new structure just east of the armory to house an auxiliary swimming pool, separate wrestling, fencing, and weightlifting rooms, a crew tank, a rifle range, and squash and handball courts. Included in the west wing of the proposed structure would be the newly located Athletic Association offices. The spacious floor of the armory itself would provide space for the intercollegiate basketball teams along with the intercollegiate, badminton, and volle

Crew Meets With
Brown Saturday

Hoping to duplicate their win over Dartmouth last Saturday, the Freshman crew will face the Brown University yardlings here tomorrow in their second informal meet of the fall. Facing the young Beavers at stake as in the Dartmouth race will be "Killer" French.

The Fresh looked good against Dartmouth last Saturday, coming from behind to win with a time of 5:36. Dartmouth pulled out to a lead at the halfway mark, but the Beavers caught up at the three-quarter mark and forged ahead to a three seat lead at the finish.

These informal fall races have not been run for many years and may thus far be a precedent for the future. The fall races help the crews get into shape for the important matches in the Spring and, especially, give the usually green fresh some much needed experience.

An oil discovery that helps you eat better!

About three billion dollars' worth of farm crops are destroyed each year by fungus growths. But now helping to solve this problem is an Esso Research discovery - a brilliant new chemical made from oil... hailed as one of the most versatile and effective fungicides in existence. This is one of the many ways in which Esso Research works wonders with oil.

ESSO RESEARCH